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Tape 1 – A Mixed Up Joint

For French rappers, B-sides were a necessity. Cut Killer, founder of the
Parisian collective Double H DJ Crew and a national celebrity to kids
(including myself) a�er a guest spot in La Haine, used instrumentals of
American rap singles to give local MCs space on his mixtapes. For a few
years in the mid-1990s, Cut Killer’s tapes were central to the spread of
homegrown rap in the country. �ese were the golden years of hip-hop in
France and Cut Killer’s tape – simply numbered at �rst and featuring
photocopied artwork and tracklists inspired by what he’d seen during a trip
to New York City – weaved between singles and album cuts from Americans
and freestyles by French rappers over B-side beats to create a cohesive sonic
universe in which our take on rap could exist on the same plane as its US
counterpart. A-side cuts made hip-hop popular around the world, but it was
the instrumental B-sides that allowed local fans to practice and create their
own versions. �e raps were speci�c to the American experience but the
beats were universal.

Coming of age in the 1990s, the B-sides of hip-hop singles were a crucial
resource for my generation. Rappers could use the instrumentals to
freestyle, DJs could use them to practice their skills, and all could enjoy the
beats in their raw state if so inclined. �ings were just as energetic in
electronic dance music, hip-hop’s closest relative. Dance 12"s featured B-
sides �lled with ambient experiments, bonus beats, and remixes challenging
genre hegemony and sketching out possible futures for music in real-time.
Taken together, and added to the previous 40 odd years of recorded music,
these new B-sides were the perfect, fertile soil for a deep-seated fascination
with beats to �ourish.

Growing up in the south of France, with English as a second language, so
much of the storytelling and lyricism essential to rap was, to a degree, lost
on me. It would take decades for some of the references to make sense,
whether it be coming across the words “East Flatbush” written on an NYC
transit map, learning slang terms, or understanding speci�c American
cultural references. And while French rap was easier to decipher, I took to



focusing on the beats before anything else.

// It’s Yours [Rick Rubin]

�e hip-hop I heard came from Paris and Marseille, and from Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, and Atlanta. But nowhere felt as important as NYC. In 1984, T
La Rock ad-libbed the words “boom” and “bap” at the end of his debut Def
Jam single “It’s Yours”, emulating the beat’s powerful 808 kick with one word
and its sharp snare with the other. �ese words hung in NYC’s hip-hop ether
for close to a decade until KRS-One repurposed them for the title of his �rst
solo album, Return of the Boom Bap, released in 1993. It was produced in
large part by DJ Premier, the Texas-born rising star of a new generation of
hip-hop producers for whom sampling was a natural language and the MPC
their voice box. �e album and its beats seared those two words into the
culture’s newly emergent global consciousness.

Boom bap went from an ad-lib to a de�nition of style in the course of a
decade. As the 1990s progressed it became a signi�er for a raw, and
supposedly ‘real,’ version of hip-hop that could stand in opposition to what
some saw as a watered-down, commercial incarnation of the music, perhaps
best exempli�ed by the success of a young intern turned record mogul, Sean
“Pu� Daddy” Combs. In France the sound of boom bap dominated the
national scene, it was the choice of beats for freestyles and homegrown
productions that never strayed far from the template being built across the
Atlantic. DJ Premier, Pete Rock, RZA, Large Professor, Erick Sermon and
the DITC crew became the sonic architects of my musical understanding of
hip-hop, their beats like so many bricks of a subconscious foundation.
Rounded kicks and clear snares li�ed from old records. Ambient fuzz and
grit from turntables clouded in blunt smoke. Scratches that spoke as
eloquently as any rapper. Melodies brought to life in catchy loops and chops,
reanimating music I’d never known.

I understood how people rapped before I understood how beats were
made, but I knew the beats before I knew the rhymes. One explanation for
this is that rhythm is processed via the area of our brain called the
cerebellum, rather than the frontal lobes, and so we respond to rhythm in a
largely unconscious way. In listening to hip-hop mixtapes and albums



throughout my teenage years I’d conditioned myself to appreciate rhythmic
music above all else. And in the case of the beats I’d �rst heard on Cut
Killer’s mixtapes I found myself re-discovering them all over again some
years later a�er I moved to London to study, as I realised that so many of the
freestyle instrumentals I’d grown up with were in fact songs I hadn’t yet
heard.

// Livin’ Proof [DJ Premier]

Like so many of my peers, hip-hop was the �rst music I chose to listen to
willingly. �at was part of the appeal, what made the music magical in a way.
It was discovered not by your parents’ purchases or what was popular, but by
the recommendations of friends at a time when we just seek to be
understood and connect with others who have similar tastes – our tribe.
Read enough interviews with certain generations of hip-hop artists and
you’ll come across a common inception story, how one song or one act or
one album or one event opened the door for someone to tumble into a
musical and cultural rabbit hole like no other before it. I don’t remember my
hip-hop inception moment. I’ve always felt a sense of inadequacy for not
having that story, for not remembering exactly when and how hip-hop
entered my life. All I remember is that one day, sometime around 1992,
1993, it was there. I was being bullied about it at school a�er French hip-hop
had just had a big moment in mainstream culture with IAM’s “Je Danse Le
Mia.”

My English teacher was telling me about these rappers from Philadelphia
called �e Roots and I laboured over the liner notes and lyrics of their debut
album. In the playground, a kid I knew made jokes about Snoop Doggy
Dog’s name in French. Hip-hop made me feel something I’d never felt
before. Same with beats, I can’t quite remember a moment where it clicked,
just that a�er a few years of consuming hip-hop the one thing about the
music that spoke to me at a deep level was the beats. �e lyrics were useful
for channelling teenage angst but the beats anchored every moment of my
teenage life, from early morning bus rides to seemingly endless a�ernoons
wasting time. Culturally, hip-hop was mine in a way nothing else had been.



// Roll The Beats [DJ Hype]

In the autumn of 1998, I was standing in a hall of residence on my university
campus, staring at a guy standing behind a pair of Technics turntables set up
on a large dining table at the back of the shared kitchens that separated each
�oor into two sections. I’d been in England for less than a year, but I was
quickly learning that there was no party without a DJ, a stark departure from
the musical backdrops for socialising I was accustomed to back home.
Seemingly out of nowhere, a deep voice boomed out the speakers, calling
forth rhythmic thunder. �is was DJ Hype’s “Roll the Beats”. Released on the
Essex-based Suburban Base Records in 1994, “Roll the Beats” is �ve minutes
of what I now know to be classic jungle science: scattershot breakbeats
married to a simple three-note bassline with rich sub frequencies. Back then
though, standing in that dingy kitchen in a campus in Barking, Essex, the
music hit me with a force I hadn’t felt since discovering hip-hop. Hearing
MC GQ, his voice sampled from a DJ Hype set at AWOL in October 1993,
invoke the drums with his chant of “R-R-R-Roll the beats” was a revelatory
moment. If I have an inception story when it comes to electronic dance
music, then this is it. �e shitty speakers in the kitchen were still a way from
the further revelations of hearing this music on an actual sound system, but
they were enough to make me hear beats in a whole new way again.

“Roll the Beats” wasn’t a B-side but the music it represented was. Growing
up in southern Europe, the only dance music I’d known was of chart techno
or eardrum-pummeling a�ernoon disco. In the last years of high school I
came across tapes of what I’m pretty sure were pirate radio or rave
recordings from England but they were presented out of context, leaving me
perplexed. By the time I’d moved to London it had been almost ten years
since England’s famed second summer of love where music from Chicago,
NYC, and Detroit mixed with Jamaican sound system culture to create new
potentials for the future. Still, there was enough excitement le� in the
collective comedown that an unsuspecting French kid could learn about
jungle, techno, and house music in squats, nightclubs, and house parties.
Equally revelatory was that the music could also be heard and seen on TV,
radio, and newspapers. Where I came from you’d be lucky if someone called
you a DJ and didn’t mean it as an insult, but in the United Kingdom DJ



culture, and its assorted sonic baggage, was part and parcel of life. It seemed
to be everywhere I looked, from the local pub to the stages of newly minted
superclubs.

// Say Kids (What Time Is It?) [Coldcut]

�is proximity and accessibility to DJ culture o�ered up yet more B-sides. I
fell for jungle deeply, just as it was becoming drum & bass. Turntablism, �rst
discovered via scratching on hip-hop mixtapes, became a fascination. By the
late 1990s, this hip-hop subculture was being taken into opposing directions
of technicality and musicality, but at its best, it remained a postmodern
psychedelia invented by kids in bedrooms pillaging vinyl for beats, voices,
and sounds. One day a friend passed me a music magazine with Coldcut’s 70
Minutes of Madness CD pasted to the cover. Originally commissioned for the
Journeys By DJs series in 1995, 70 Minutes recalibrated my understanding of
what mixing records could involve. A new standard that de�ned the practice
for years to come, 70 Minutes taught me, as Matt Black, one half of Coldcut,
once put it, that there was a �ne line between clever mixing and the Jive
Bunny records I’d heard as a kid. And then there were the seemingly endless
late nights in identikit student rooms playing Goldeneye on the Nintendo 64
or Grand �e� Auto on PlayStation while getting high and listening to
instrumental beats from the Mo’ Wax and Ninja Tune labels. �e bulk of this
education came to me just as hip-hop had before: via friends,
recommendations, conversations. A year a�er moving to the UK and
starting my studies, this informal education also started to arrive via nascent
peer-to-peer �le sharing technology. First Napster, then Soulseek. Albums,
B-sides, and previously unattainable mix CDs only published in limited
quantities and sold in Japan or the United States were now slowly creeping
onto my computer’s hard drive, at the expense of my �atmates’ ability to
make phone calls.

// The Harvest [Hudson Mohawke]

�ere was an undertow to the mainstream current, and getting lost in it felt



like the only thing to do. One foot in hip-hop and the other in electronic
dance music became my default position, exploring largely unpopular
musical niches and excitedly sharing and discussing new �ndings. Always
with an ear to the B-side and the beats. By the late 2000s, I began to see a
thread running through all this music I’d been obsessed with for close to two
decades. Rap instrumentals, rave music, turntablism, and all the various
beat-led experiments I’d heard on records, mixes, and in chill out rooms
weren’t as disparate as the industry or its attendant media would have it.
�is thread revealed itself with the arrival of what came to be known as ‘the
beat scene’ in 2008, a loosely connected movement of artists, labels, and
parties that buzzed like a hyperactive instant messenger thread between Los
Angeles, Tokyo, Montréal, Glasgow, London, and Vienna.

�e music of this beat scene was made and performed by people in
bedrooms calling themselves producers, the kind of people that, in hip-hop
at least, had rarely put themselves forward as artists before or been seen
performing alone on stage. �eir beats were stylistically loose and slippery,
the natural result of more than two decades of evolution that had seen the
quirks and limitations of home recording morph into industry standards.
�is was hip-hop and it was electronic music, two words that can be used to
describe a genre of music or an aesthetic, or both. Two words that are
inseparable. Two global cultures that had given people new tools with which
to think about the world and create by repurposing, directly or indirectly,
that which had come before. Binding it all was rhythm. People moving
together in private and public to music that belonged to them.

// Cool World [Georgia Anne Muldrow]

For Georgia Anne Muldrow the equation is simple. “It’s the hip-hop element
that makes it beats, that’s what beats is, beats is part of hip-hop,” she told me
with a characteristic, and somewhat contagious, fervour. At the same time,
hip-hop isn’t just hip-hop. “I feel like to take hip-hop away from electronic
music, you wouldn’t have half of the music gear you have right now. You
wouldn’t have nothing with no loop function you know, you wouldn’t have
none of that. All the equipment that we have today is courtesy of the hip-
hop culture. Even if you get more far out to the rhythm controllers, that has



something to do with a fader. Electronic music has been around since you
could plug a guitar to an ampli�er, so by default needing power in the early
[days] of hip-hop culture, people getting power from lamp posts and stu�
like that, it’s very much electronic. In a very renegade way it forced itself
upon electronic music, like, ‘Hey, we are here.’ And I feel like it made the
biggest case for electronic music in its rawest form, in the Delia Derbyshire
form, the sound collages form, thanks to people like Hank Shocklee and �e
Bomb Squad. �anks to people like Marley Marl. If it wasn’t for Marley
Marl, I don’t know if Native Instruments would even have a gig.” A brief
pause. “Like, seriously.” And without Native Instruments, the German
company behind a slice of the current market for so�ware and controllers,
or any of its competitors with similar o�erings, modern music would sound
and look very di�erent.

“What I also love about hip-hop and the beat scene is that it’s the most
accessible way to break out of conventional tuning systems. You go and just
tune from your gut. I mean, that’s the �rst time you really see that as widely
accepted.” She name-checks Pete Rock, DJ Premier, Jay Dee, Madlib, and Fat
Jack. “�ere’s people in the world that’s turned tuning on its head. �ey
doing things that’s so advanced just by natural intuition, but some of them is
really hip to these things. I feel like it was a way for it to be accepted and not
just like, ‘Oh, here’s an alternate tuning system, now we’re going to learn this
in college.’ No, it’s like, ‘Feel this! Do you feel it? Yeah? �en just go ahead.’
And that’s why I feel like beat culture has all that re�nement of an
institution, I feel like beat culture is an institution of production. But I don’t
see it as separate from production.”

// Ancestral Rivers [Jeen Bassa]

I spoke with Muldrow in the summer of 2019, almost a decade a�er I �rst
started working on this book. By then I’d done a fair amount of research on
beats, hip-hop, and electronic music. In that time I’d found it hard, if not
impossible at times, to pin down the essence of this thing I was chasing.
�ose I spoke with, artists and fans, seemed to instinctively know what we
were talking about. All we had to do was mention certain artists, releases,
and labels or reference certain events and experiences and we just knew.



Still, that wasn’t enough to hang an entire book on. �ere had been many
words for it over the years: dub, electro, acid jazz, trip-hop, downtempo,
IDM, jungle, alt-rap, le��eld hip-hop, dubstep, grime, wonky, lazer bass,
footwork, crunk, glitch-hop, piu piu, lo-�. All of which spoke of beats
implicitly to various degrees but always seemed too constraining
semantically. “Beat culture” was a term that some of those I spoke with had
used in interviews and conversations. Still, it wasn’t until I heard Muldrow
contextualise it as she did that it felt large and �exible enough to
accommodate the entirety of what this thing is.

Taking Muldrow’s de�nition of beat culture as a starting point, you can
start to zoom out. Beat culture is timeless. It’s ancient and new. Existing and
yet to be imagined. Constantly renewing. It’s the rhythms of African
traditions thousands of years old. It’s slaves communicating on southern
plantations via drums and then, once slave codes were enacted, using their
voices instead. It’s the hum of the industrial revolution, the thump of bricks
stacked on top of each other to house new machines and their operators. It’s
the sweat trickling down bodies as they toil away at an assembly line where
there is no room for improvisation. It’s the ingenuity of turning a household
appliance into a music-making machine. It’s the used vinyl bins at a record
shop from which an obsessive mind can draw links between rock, rap,
ambient, techno, and dub. It’s the beat someone, somewhere, just �nished.
Beat culture is the blues and everything it begat. So many modern music
scenes coalesced around a variation of a simple idea embodied by beat
culture: unity through rhythm. Whether it be the disco beat of late 1970s
NYC, the frazzling squelch of acid house in Chicago a decade later, the
slurred chop of DJ Screw in 1990s Houston, or the sexy swagger of UK
Garage in early 2000s south London. Rhythm has always brought us
together, and where there’s been rhythm, there’s been beat culture.

// Next [The Justified Ancients of Mu Mu]

When Malcolm Cecil �nished producing the Stevie Wonder song
“Superstition”, originally written for guitarist Je� Beck, he thought he’d done
a good job. �at feeling only lasted until he was hauled to the o�ce of Clive
Davis, then head of CBS, which owned Beck’s label. Davis asked for the



signed clearance that should have accompanied the song’s $40,000 bill. Cecil
only had a verbal agreement with Wonder, and that wasn’t worth the paper it
wasn’t written on. Davis confronted Cecil, claiming he didn’t know what a
producer did. Unwilling to be cowed, Cecil retorted that he was, in fact, a
very good producer capable of delivering a great song. Davis cut him o�
asking for the de�nition of a producer’s role in “�ve words or less, preferably
one.” Cecil ventured a simplistic explanation of producing in artistic terms.
�at wasn’t the answer Davis had in mind. “A producer gets it done,” he said.
“You want one word? Delivery!”

�e music producer was never meant to be an artist. �e role, �rst held by
so-called Artist & Repertoire executives, was created in the early decades of
the 20th century as a quality control �lter in the wake of the mechanisation
of recorded music. �ere were records to be made and sold, and someone
had to ensure the musicians knew what to play and that it sounded correct.
But the producer’s role was tied to technology and technology has a habit of
upsetting the business order. By the middle of the century, new advances in
sound recording and manipulation meant the producer was able to do more
than just record the music. From there it wasn’t long before human
imagination took over.

Just as Cecil and Davis had di�erent de�nitions of what a producer did, the
role has continued to contain multitudes that tend to fall somewhere along
the axis that separates art and money. Most of the best known names in the
evolution of the music producer – Phil Spector, Brian Wilson, Joe Meek,
George Martin, Berry Gordy, Gamble & Hu� – were men tinkering in
garages, homes, and professional recording studios, manipulating both
machines and people to create records that sounded like nothing before
them. �is was an exercise in imagining pop music, bankrolled by
prosperous record labels. Propelled by ever better technology, the studio
possibilities and excesses �rst hinted at in the 1950s increased in intensity
with each passing decade. More tracks to record on. More channels on the
mixing boards. More e�ects. All resulting in ever stranger music that the
industry could still somehow turn into piles of money. Recorded music
moved entirely away from its original purpose as a representation of the live
performance of a written piece. It became a canvas on which any feeling
could be painted. Despite the hagiographic stories behind some of these
men and their work, it’s not like anyone really knew what they were doing



either. As Beatles producer George Martin once told a TV crew, in using the
studio as an instrument, they were making music up as they went along.

// Tempo [King Tubby]

For all the wild creativity of western music in those early decades, one of the
biggest impacts on the evolution of the producer came from the island of
Jamaica. More speci�cally, from the front room of a house at 18 Dromilly
Avenue in Kingston’s Waterhouse district where Osbourne “King Tubby”
Ruddock used his interest in electronics, sound systems, and audio
recording to develop and popularise a style of production that would
become one of the most important innovations of the 20th century: dub,
which e�ortlessly moved crowds through cavernous echoes, valleys of �lters,
and pools of reverb. By the early 1970s the studio was becoming an
instrument in its own right and Tubby, �rst and foremost an engineer with a
sharp mind, put his focus on the beating heart of the modern studio: the
mixing desk. In 1971, he bought a second hand MCI mixing desk and, once
installed in his house, began to play it like an instrument with the faders and
knobs like so many strings and keys he could use to transform the di�erent
parts of recorded material.

A few years before Tubby bought his mixer, in 1968, the concept of version
was accidentally born in Jamaica when a studio engineer forgot to put the
vocal on a dubplate for Ruddy Redwood, operator of the Supreme Ruler of
Sound sound system. �at night, Redwood played the accidental plate, and
the crowd in the dance lost their collective mind, hearing a tune they already
knew as if it was the �rst time. Wheel up and come again, and again, and
again, and again, and again. �e version was accidental future science.
Redwood convinced label owner Duke Reid to put the mistake on the B-side
of the release, and music would never sound the same again. Versions
summoned riddim creators, bands that would work with certain studios in
Kingston to create the backing tracks that could become both the A-side
vocal hit and the B-side version smash. �e best riddims became timeless,
with the A-side vocals changing to re�ect the mores of the current times
while the B-side continued to make the people move. Tubby’s innovation, as
Bunny Lee called it, was to take the riddim track and use the mixing desk to



strip it down to its bare bones – the drums and the bass – and then apply
e�ects in subtle, intuitive ways to bring those two elements forward while
letting the rest – guitars, horns, or keys – �oat in and out of the sonic
spectrum. �roughout the 1970s Tubby’s name appeared on hundreds of B-
sides. �e text o�en read simply: drum and bass, King Tubby’s.

Dub was beat culture inna Jamaican style. People on the island bought 45s
and excitedly turned them over to hear the dub. From Jamaica the dub
spread to the rest of the world and took on new and exciting forms, always
rooted in Tubby’s approach of less is more. As David Toop put it, “Dub
music is like a long echo delay, looping through time. Regenerating every
few years, sometimes so quiet that only a disciple could hear, sometimes
shatteringly loud, dub unpicks music in the commercial sphere. Spreading
out a song or a groove over a vast landscape of peaks and deep trenches,
extending hooks and beats to vanishing point, dub creates new maps of
time, intangible sound sculptures, sacred sites, balm and shock for mind,
body, and spirit.”

For Scientist, who worked as one of Tubby’s assistants, “Dub is electronic
music that was developed by recording engineer, where we used the music
and add sound e�ects to it to come up with di�erent remixes.” �e producer
would funnel the music to the engineer who became the artist by playing the
mixing desk, whether using pre-existing multitrack recordings or live
musicians and singers who played and sung in real-time while the engineer’s
work was captured on tape.

Brian Eno, who recognised the studio as an instrument early in his career,
referred to Jamaican producers in a 1979 article as sculptors, in contrast to
western producers who tended to act like painters, using the studio to add.
“Five or six musicians play; they’re well isolated from one another. �en the
thing they played, which you can regard as a kind of cube of music, is
hacked away at – things are taken out, for long periods.” And like all the best
players who �nd ways to master their instruments through repeated
practice, the best engineers played the mixing desk with feeling.

On the surface, Tubby’s technical innovations were no di�erent than those
of his American counterparts Bill Putnam and Les Paul in previous decades,
combining electronic engineering with sound engineering to devise new
ways to do things no one had thought of yet. And yet the resulting music
was vastly di�erent, with Jamaica exerting a deeper pull on what would



come next. No doubt this was due to the social di�erences between the west
and the Caribbean. In Jamaica the music was not just entertainment, it was
also, and always, political. �e tumultuous politics of Jamaica were built into
the music. Tubby’s house, and his studio, stood in a town where murderous
political factions competed for power. It was war in the streets. But inside
the house, it was a utopia, where broken boxes from foreign corporations
could be rebuilt to enhance music that took the pain away. �e music was
ingenious from need and powerful from pressure. Jamaican music had to
work harder to satisfy those who had so little and bore the weight of so
much. Music from neighbourhoods that white people called ghettos
transformed the world by subtracting rather than adding. As Mad Professor
put it, “Every object have a shadow, you have to �nd your shadow. Every
sound could be dub, you have to �nd the dub, it’s as simple as that.”

// Bring The Noise [The Bomb Squad]

In 1913, Italian painter Luigi Russolo wrote an excited letter to the
composer, and fellow futurist, Francesco Balilla Pratella in which he
imagined a future where the noises of the modern world formed the basis
for a new music. “For years Beethoven and Wagner have deliciously shaken
our hearts. Now we are fed up with them,” he wrote. Ears were becoming
attuned to the new sounds of the city. Orchestras of the future would control
and manipulate buzzings and bellows, snorts and shu�es, human shouts,
and animal screams. �e letter was published three years later as the futurist
manifesto �e Art of Noises, and by the early 1920s Russolo was performing
in public and scoring movies using new instruments – intonarumori and
rumorarmoni – he had designed. Following Russolo’s performances in Paris
in 1921, Dutch art journal De Stijl ran a lengthy article on his work and the
intonarumori.

A year later, the journal published Production-Reproduction, an essay by
another visual artist who had grandiose ideas about the future of music, the
Hungarian painter and Bauhaus professor László Moholy-Nagy. In his essay,
Moholy-Nagy argued for the subversion of the tools of reproduction for
creative production. Describing man as an animal in constant need of “new
experiments” to feed his “functional apparatuses,” Moholy-Nagy imagined a



way to free man from the mimetic trap of the playback. �e phonograph
could become a source for new man-made sounds rather than simply
reiterating “already existing relations.” He imagined laboratory experiments
in which wax plates were engraved to produce new sounds for both
composition and performance, rather than simply recording an external
input. �e cataloguing and perfecting of such sounds would lead to a
“groove-manuscript score.”

Russolo and Moholy-Nagy were inspired by the transformation of society
in the wake of the industrial revolution and the First World War. �eir ideas
had potential but were limited by the available technology. Over the next
��y years, these ideas of new instruments, new sounds, and new ways to
compose evolved within the con�nes of private and public institutions. �e
earliest example came from Cairo in the early 1940s, where Egyptian student
Halim Abdul Messieh El-Dabh composed a piece called “�e Expression of
Zaar” by manipulating recording technology and enhancing it with
equipment from the Middle East Radio station. Soon a�er, musique
concrète emerged from the Studio d’Essai de la Radiodi�usion Nationale in
Paris. Pioneered by composers, theoreticians, and engineers including Pierre
Schae�er, Pierre Henry, and Jacques Poullin, musique concrète passed
futurist ideas through an electroacoustic �lter. Notes were replaced by
sounds, recorded to disc or tape and manipulated to achieve new fantasies of
sound.

Over in England the BBC’s Radiophonic Workshop was the source of new
sounds piped into British homes via radio and television. Set up in 1958
with a budget of £2,000 and two rooms in the BBC’s Maida Vale studios, the
sound e�ects workshop used similar techniques to the concrète composers
and soon developed a reputation for a certain electronic approach that
attracted outside musicians. �e Workshop’s �rst commercial single, 1962’s
“Time Beat”, was a reworking of Maddalena Fagandini’s rhythmic interval
signal by George Martin, under the name Ray Cathode. A year later, tasked
with recording the theme tune for the new BBC series Doctor Who,
Workshop member Delia Derbyshire used mono tape and sound generators
to interpret Ron Grainer’s composition and deliver one of the �rst popular
pieces of electronic music, hummed by children all over the country.

Halfway across the world in San Francisco, composers Morton Subotnick
and Ramon Sender founded the Tape Music Center in 1962 as a space where



this new tape music could be explored and furthered, particularly in a live
context. �rough the work of Pauline Oliveros, Terry Riley, and Subotnick
himself, the centre pioneered another set of new approaches. In the mid-
1960s, Subotnick worked with engineer Don Buchla to assemble a set of
modules that would form the basis of an electronic instrument better suited
to the needs of this new music. Buchla’s instrument sought to break from the
dominant keyboard-centric traditions and his approach, alongside Bob
Moog’s contemporaneous advances on the east coast, kickstarted the
synthesizer revolution. In 1967, Subotnick used the Buchla synthesizer to
compose Silver Apples Of �e Moon, the �rst electronic work commissioned
by a record company.

// Alleys Of Your Mind [Cybotron]

While the electronic avant-garde made great leaps in parallel to the
developments happening in more traditional music studios, the new sounds
emanating from these institutions proved most popular when applied to
commercial uses rather than purely musical ones, such as Derbyshire’s
theme tune for Doctor Who or Coca-Cola’s “pop and pour”, created by early
Buchla user Suzanne Ciani for an NYC ad agency. And just as Jamaican
producers and engineers had innovated in ways that resonated more
profoundly than those of their western counterparts, in the end, it wasn’t
avant-garde musicians who truly popularised the futurist ideas of Russolo or
made Moholy-Nagy’s groove-manuscript real. It was kids whom society
didn’t care much about. �ose kids made music out of noise using the tools
of (re)production most available to them: turntables and tape recorders.
Shut out of traditional music making and recording spaces, and with
dwindling music education in schools and crumbling infrastructure in their
neighbourhoods, these kids made music that spoke to their reality by
piecing together bits from the past using futuristic tools in the present.

�e resulting music spoke with a furore even Russolo couldn’t have dreamt
of. �is new music was hip-hop, house, and techno. It was born from the
de� navigation of early home hi-� systems, drum machines, and
synthesizers crudely assembled via recorders. It was made in NYC, Chicago,
Detroit, Los Angeles, and Miami by Black, Latino, Asian, white, straight, and



queer kids. Moholy-Nagy and Russolo had imagined a future. Martin,
Schae�er, and Derbyshire had sketched out its contours. But it took King
Tubby, Afrika Bambaataa, Larry Levan, and Juan Atkins to bring the future
into the present and kickstart a new cycle of beat culture.

// Way Cool [The Earthquake Brothers]

For Brian Cross hip-hop wasn’t just music and culture, it was also a guide to
the postmodern world. Landing in San Francisco in 1988 from his native
Limerick, Ireland, Cross navigated the pitfalls of his new country thanks to
the tales he’ d heard on records and the energy he’ d witnessed on stage.
“�ere’s something going on in the music that speaks to the experience of
living in this moment,” Cross recalled. “It’s the same way you hear people
talk about the folk movement of the early 1960s or the rock & roll of the late
1950s. It speaks to the time very well, somehow that’s the most important
function of it.” Hip-hop proved a kind muse to Cross who has documented
the music’s evolution over the past 30 years through photography,
documentaries, and events.

In 1993, fresh from an undergraduate degree at Cal Arts, Cross published
It’s Not about a Salary: Rap, Race, and Resistance in Los Angeles. �e book, an
extension of his undergraduate thesis, o�ered an oral history of the Los
Angeles hip-hop world, a primer for the cultural impact of a local scene then
unfolding across the United States and the world. Towards the end of the
book, Cross included a series of black and white photographs detailing the
spaces in which some of the book’s protagonists lived and worked. �e
photos captured the dual, seemingly contradictory nature of these private
spaces: the stillness of an empty room in which life is normally lived and the
busyness of a space in which art is usually created.

�e series was inspired by a question one of Cross’ advisors, Billy
Woodberry, director of Bless �eir Little Hearts, kept asking: “If this photo
essay was a �lm, where’s the master shot? Where’s the establishing shot?
Where is this?” Cross’ argument was that hip-hop didn’t have a public
sphere yet. “�ere was no radio support, very little college radio. �e clubs
were mostly nomadic: a place this month, parking lot the next, then back
again at this place, and so on. �ere was this whole terror around the music,



everybody thought it was fucking…” A pause. “You do hip-hop and within
�ve minutes you’ll have gang bangers shooting up the club. And that did
happen, but a lot of underground shit was peaceful, there were no �ghts.” He
let out a thick “Nahhh” at the idea. “My answer to him was to go o� and do
this series I called the bedroom photographs. �at was because ostensibly,
this is where the music took shape. It took shape in people’s garages, in their
bedrooms.”

�e emergence of hip-hop and electronic dance music reframed the
existing idea of the home studio as a creative space with revolutionary
potential, as opposed to the high-end ones earlier pioneers like Derbyshire
had to use. It was where o�en untrained artists could imagine music by
themselves free from the constraints of industry. Music that, in turn, newly
assembling cultures wanted to hear collectively. �e bedroom is embedded
in the DNA of hip-hop and electronic dance music in the same way that
parties are. Even if many such bedroom producers had to barter their way
into professional studios to �nish ideas and have them commercially
released, it all started at home.

In this sense, the bedroom studio is an example of what Russian critic
Mikhail Bakhtin termed a “chronotope.” Derived from the Greek words for
time and space, Bakhtin originally used the term to articulate con�gurations
of time and space as represented in literature. In that sense, a chronotope
was “a �ctional setting where historically speci�c relations of power become
visible and certain stories can ‘take place.’“ �e idea maps rather neatly to
the bedroom studio at the turn of the century. While not �ctional, the
bedroom room studio was a private space for creation within a private space
for living in which existing power relations – racial, cultural, political –
could be articulated through music.

Space is never neutral. Home studios were �rst thought of by white men
with enough privilege and money to transform part of their private
residences into a dedicated area for creativity. For disadvantaged kids with a
lack of public spaces in which to practice and perform, the bedroom – or
garage, or basement, or living room, or kitchen top – was the only space
available. In an inversion of the ideals of 19th century utilitarianism that
helped create the dominant modern notions of private and public space, the
past 40 years have seen a return to the private space as an all-in-one area for
work, leisure, and privacy. In this process, the bedroom became a nexus for



technology, society, culture, and politics. It became where music was
consumed, shared, studied, created, and practised. By the early 2000s, with
advances in internet connectivity and personal computers, any remaining
distance between public and private was shrunk and means of production
and distribution were democratised. �e bedroom was now the library, the
record store, the rehearsal space, the recording studio, the mastering suite,
the manufacturing plant, and the distributor. And from this uniquely
modern space new music interfaced with the public sphere.

// Birth Of Tha Beat [Ras G]

�e themes of beat culture, B-sides, and bedroom production/producers as
laid out above should be kept in mind as you read this book. As for the
music, whether you choose to call it hip-hop, electronic, or just beats, it is
perhaps best understood by borrowing from the late writer Amiri Baraka
who, discussing the relationships between jazz and the new rhythm and
blues music in the 1960s, used the idea of “the changing same.”

“And rhythm and blues music is “new” as well. It is contemporary, it has
changed, as jazz has remained the changing same. Fresh Life. R&b has gone
through evolution, as its singers have, gotten “modern”, taken things from
jazz, as jazz has taken things from r&b. New r&b takes things from old
blues, gospel, white popular music, instrumentation, harmonies (just as
these musics have in turn borrowed) and made these diverse elements its
own.”

Modern beat culture is rooted in a logic of continuous borrowing between
musical forms and traditions and how this borrowing both changes the
music, modernising it, while keeping it in line with its previous
incarnations. �is tension, this push and pull between the old and the new is
at the heart of beat culture. �e music in this book remains in constant
evolution while still being in relation to its past, stable but moving. Forward
ever.
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